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The bank lending channel theory posits that during monetary contractions banks
restrict some firms’ loans, thus reducing their desired investment independently of interest
rates.  Previous research finds small firms reduce, while large firms accelerate, loan growth.
We find that small firms increase trade credit, a substitute credit, indicating a strong loan
demand.  It supports the bank lending channel: they do not voluntarily cut bank loans since
they increase a less-desirable alternative.  Using trade credit is propitious since unlike
commercial paper (investigated by previous researchers), it is widely used by the small firms
suffering the loan decline.  Surprisingly, we also find large firms increase trade credit, a
puzzle since they are typically assumed to have wide access to other credit.  Using individual
firm data, we find the reasons large firms use trade credit are financial in nature: those without
a bond rating increase trade credit (i.e. without access to open market credit).  As relatively
few firms have this mark of quality, it implies that more firms are affected by credit
constraints than previously believed.
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I. Introduction: 
Opinion remains divided about how credit market imperfections influence the transmission of
monetary policy to the real economy (see surveys by Bernanke (1993) and Kashyap and Stein (1994)).  Many
economists believe only the “money channel” (it posits that the cost of capital is the means by which
monetary shocks are transmitted to the real economy) is important, in particular, that the financial sector is
irrelevant.  The money channel view holds that when the central bank reduces reserves, higher costs of funds
induce banks to reduce their demand deposits (a liability).  If prices are sticky, this short-run decline in real
money balances raises real interest rates to slow interest-sensitive spending and thus economic activity (see
Mishkin’s (1998) textbook summary of transmission channels).
“Credit channel” proponents believe that credit also plays an important part in the propagation of
monetary shocks into the real economy (see, e.g. Bernanke and Gertler, 1995).  The “broad credit channel”
branch of the literature stresses that some firms are subject to an external finance premium, defined as the
cost spread between a firm’s external funds (bonds, loans, and equity) and its internal funds (retained
earnings).  According to this theory, the higher risk increases information problems during a recession, thus
increasing the affected firms’ external finance premium.  This then amplifies the policy-induced impact of
market rates on firms.  Firms without access to open market credit are more subject to information problems
and thus this “financial accelerator”.
Another credit channel is the "bank lending channel".   Many of its proponents e.g. Bernanke and
Blinder (1988), Kashyap and Stein (1995), assert that banks' asset decisions also play an important role in
monetary policy independently of the cost of capital.  The theory predicts that a reduction in reserves induces
banks to scale back lending activities.  And this disproportionately affects a class of firms that cannot readily
switch to other funds, those without access to credit markets.  Small manufacturers, for instance, may be more
dependent on banks than other firms, and without alternative financing, they may be forced to limit desired
investment (or current production) for a given market interest rate.
  The bank lending channel is the most disputed transmission mechanism in recent empirical research. 
Romer and Romer (1989) argue that loans do not play an important role since they find that a policy
tightening initially impacts interest rates through deposits, not loans.  Bernanke and Blinder (1992), though,
find that policy shocks affect bank portfolios systematically, which money channel theories     
2 Money channel theories view all bank assets as perfect substitutes.  It implies banks’ asset
composition should change only randomly following a monetary shock.
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 cannot explain
2.  Moreover, they find banks’ securities is the type of asset responsible for the immediate
post-tightening decline in their balance sheets and that real activity sags later, at about the same time as the
reduction in loans.  It is, however, difficult to disentangle whether firms are affected by the slow-down in
activity (inducing a reduction in credit demand) or from a loan supply reduction (as predicted by the bank
lending channel).  Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) ingeniously solve this identification problem using
commercial paper.  They show firms issue more of this substitute credit during monetary contractions, thus
suggesting that firms’ lower activity is due to a loan supply reduction and not that their loan demand is
reduced by the activity slowdown.  Oliner and Rudebusch (1996), though, discovered an error in composition
in the Kashyap et al analysis; since only large firms issue commercial paper, its rise cannot inform about
small firms, those shown by Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) to suffer the loan growth reductions.  Gertler and
Gilchrist find that large firms actually accelerated bank lending.  Thus, the findings to date still allow
interpretation of small firms’ bank loan reduction as due to lower demand from slower activity. 
We make a simple test of the bank lending channel using a substitute credit following Kashyap, et al,
but with a substitute also available to the firms suffering the lending decline. Trade credit (TC), is a loan a
supplier provides to its customers in conjunction with product sales.  TC is available to small firms yet its
high cost (see part II) makes it unattractive for short periods beyond its intended duration.  Small firms do
utilize TC: those small firms surveyed by Davey (1989) seem to favor it second after bank loans.  Our test
exploits firms’ reluctance to switch from loans to an imperfect substitute: since TC is small firms’ only
alternative, their higher TC would identify diminished loan growth during tight money as due to restricted
loan supply.  Accordingly at times of tight monetary policy, if the bank lending channel theory is correct, we
should see small firms increasing TC and large firms, with assumed alternative credit, should avoid TC. 
We find that those firms usually believed to be credit constrained, small firms, use greater amounts of
TC during monetary contractions, behavior which identifies a steady demand for credit.  This evidence
supports the bank lending channel as small firms are switching from loans to TC, their only practical
alternative.  Surprisingly, we find that large firms also increase TC, indeed to a greater extent than small
firms.  This is puzzling indeed since large firms are often viewed as older, better established firms and thus
less prone to information problems blocking small firms from open market credit.  Banks view the large firms
as better risks for the same reasons.  
We thus investigate why it is that large firms, with supposed untapped sources of inexpensive funds,     
3 Another possibility we explore briefly in section IV is provided by Brechling and Lipsey (1963),
who suggest that large customers exploit their monopsony power and e.g. threaten to purchase inputs
from other suppliers.  In ignoring the small supplier’s TC terms, the large customer forces its small
suppliers to provide TC “cheaply”.
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turn to an expensive substitute at times of tight monetary policy.  It may be that their rising unplanned
inventories (see Kashyap, Lamont, and Stein (1992)) exhaust their low cost funds sources so they too suffer
acute funding problems.
3  To investigate this issue, we split a group of large manufacturing firms by criteria
likely to influence their use of TC.  Using firms’ bond ratings, the direct measure of access to credit markets
first used in empirical studies by Whited (1992), we find it is indeed non-rated firms that increase TC.  Rated
firms, on the other hand, use more loans.  In other words, only those large firms with a recognized credit
standing are able to avoid TC; these are the firms banks prefer to lend to, a “flight to quality” as suggested by
Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1994).  It suggests that the reason large firms increase TC in the earlier
small-large firm data is that some of them are also credit constrained.   So largeness, per se, is only an
imperfect indicator of credit quality and credit constraints involve a wider set of firms than is implied by
perfect credit markets.
Previous research has studied TC for evidence on credit market imperfections within business cycles. 
Jaffee (1971) and Duca (1986) find evidence to support Meltzer’s (1960) redistribution hypothesis which
posits that during tight money periods, more-liquid (large) firms pass funds via TC (their accounts receivable)
to less-liquid (small) customers (see discussion in part II).  More recently, Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) and
Oliner and Rudebusch (1996) have found that TC does not rise during monetary contractions.  Ramey (1992,
p182), however, describes other aggregate data, and observes “peaks in [TC] ... occurred during credit
crunches...”.  Yet this recent research examines a simple stock of TC, neglecting to control for TC’s strong
relationship with transactions (see discussion in part II).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in section II, we examine the motives for firms to
utilize TC.  We will emphasize the use of TC during monetary policy contractions.  In section III we report
results from the test strategy of examining small and large manufacturing firms in the U.S.  These firm types
are frequently used as stereotypes corresponding to firms with and without access to financial markets.  In
section IV, we reexamine TC using a database which provides a better indicator of capital market access than
the earlier data.  Finally, we conclude in section V.     
4 Davey defined small firms as those having less than $500 million in sales.
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II. Why Firms Use Trade Credit 
Trade credit is a short-term loan a supplier provides to its customer upon a purchase of its product.  It
is a significant part of U.S. manufacturing firms' balance sheets: the share of accounts payable (AP hereafter)
in total liabilities is 13% (QFR, 1990).  And importantly, it is frequently used by small firms: Cole and
Wolken (1995) summarize the 1993 National Survey of Small Business Finances by noting TC is used by
61% of small businesses, “... a rate that exceeded the use of all other financial services except checking”.
Davey's survey shows small firms
4 choose TC after loans as credit source (bank loans were noted by 90%, TC
by 58%).  In contrast, large firms preferred commercial paper (73%), then loans (53%) and finally TC (31%).
Two distinct actors take decisions involving TC at two distinct times in the period around the product
sale.  The supplier decides whether to offer a customer TC during deliberations over the sales transaction.  A
critical influence in this decision is his relationship with the customer.  Then the customer decides, given that
she is creditworthy and has bought the good, to repay or delay when repayment is due.  The first decision
concerns the transactions motive of TC - the supplier provides a credit service to the customer which reduces
the customer’s transactions costs of using cash.  The second decision involves the finance motive.  We thus
note the transformation of TC from a substitute payment medium (a preferred substitute for cash) to a
substitute finance medium (an unattractive substitute for bank loans).  TC’s substitution for cash is short-
lived since of course the customer must eventually repay using e.g. demand deposits.  We find the finance
motive of TC as a useful indicator of credit constraints, but must control for the transactions motive. 
The following theoretical section summarizes the behavior of manufacturers and their role in the use
of TC at various periods in the business cycle.  We first describe the firms' choice of TC at the time of the
sales decision, the transactions motive (which we will usually call “transactions TC”).  The following section
reviews the finance motive (which we will usually call “finance TC”), the idea that firms more frequently
delay repayment to suppliers when they lack funds and have few alternative funds sources.  We introduce the
logic underlying our selection of AP/Sales as indicator of the finance motive and show that the ratio is
unchanged by transactions influences.  Finally, part II.C. summarizes the influences in AP/Sales at monetary
contractions, when firms are most likely to face binding credit constraints, and describes our use of AP/Sales
as test of the bank lending channel.     
5 It is related to Nadiri’s (1969) neoclassical model which posits a firm that manipulates TC (like
advertising) to maximize sales revenue.  The model highlights the beauty of AR as a sales -
repayment incentive device: the discount helps induce purchase, while high implicit rates
convincingly remind customers to repay on time.
     
6 Ferris' transactions motive also posits that firms increase TC with higher interest rates, but given
sales.  Sales fall with tight money, and then the model predicts TC only ambiguously.
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II.A. Transactions Motive: 
The transactions motive is the simple idea that TC provides transactions services to firms.  As a
customer purchases more products, more TC allows higher cost savings.  This is the basis for a direct relation
between TC and the amount of a firm’s transactions.  Thus, when we observe sales rising, we expect TC to
rise.  Obviously, this motive explains a major part of the level of AP, and importantly whenever sales fall it
predicts that AP falls.
Several theories investigate this motive for firms’ use of TC.  Schwartz (1974) explains that the
customer benefits since TC simplifies cash management.  In a world of e.g. uncertain deliveries, TC, as a
separator between the exchanges of cash and goods, smoothes the uncertainty of a customer’s future outlays. 
In Ferris’ (1981) model, the customer passes on some part of TC’s cost savings to its supplier-partner as they
jointly coordinate uncertainly-timed payments.  Transactions use of TC thus allows firms to reduce their
precautionary cash holdings and instead hold interest-earning assets.
A model based on relationships likely characterizes a large if not defining part of TC use in the
economy.  A large literature investigates bank-firm relationships (see, e.g. Petersen and Rajan, 1994, 1995);
customer relationships play a yet greater role in TC offers since by definition credit provision is not the
supplier’s specialty.  It suggests the supplier offers TC to its customers based on levels of trust: whether she
is an existing credit, existing non-credit, or new customer (see discussion in part II.B below).  The supplier
offers TC with an expectation the invoice will be paid on time, and often includes a discount incentivizing
early repayment (see discussion on the customer’s motive to delay in part II.B below).  The TC offer reflects
the transactions motive as each sale dollar links the customer to cost savings in delayed cash use
5 
6.
The Quarterly Financial Reports of Manufacturing Firms (QFR hereafter) data confirms the strong
transactions-based relation: TC and sales show an almost proportional relationship; large manufacturing
firms maintain AP to sales ratios ranging between 19-28%, while small firms' ratio fluctuates within an even     
7 Figure 1 shows large firms AP/Sales converge to small firms’, perhaps a consequence of QFR
data construction (small firms migrate to larger categories over time due to the nominal asset
criterion).  See the Appendix and especially Figure A.4 to compare large firms’ AP/Sales in the QFR
and Compustat.  We are confident detrending extracts valid business cycle information, but are
uncomfortable in using it for long-term analysis (e.g. cointegration).
     
8 The finance motive implies credit market imperfections, since perfect markets would allow the
customer to obtain lower-cost funds.  The transactions motive does not require imperfections since
firms rationally cut costs; e.g. firms with payment fluctuations save via TC vs. separate overdraft
facilities.
     
9 Payment terms differ among industries.  Ng et al found one-part terms also common; e.g. a
simple net payment, where the customer has e.g. 30 days to settle the bill. 
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"The Sovereign can leave bills unpaid - for a time - although high rates of interest quickly
find their way into prices paid by the royal household." 
A Financial History of Western Europe Kindleberger (1993, p. 157)
Customers sensibly like transactions TC: it lets them purchase inputs without putting cash "up front".
But finance TC’s characteristics imply it is a highly
unattractive substitute for bank loans.  First, it is tied to the
purchase of goods, while loans may be unrestricted.  Further,
the supplier requires TC repayment typically within 30 days,
while loans are usually longer-term.  Finally, the customer’s
TC credit provider is its supplier and not an independent
finance specialist, so a customer faces significant late payment
penalties including implicit costs of damaging a critical long-term relationship as well as explicit and
significant pecuniary penalties (Petersen and Rajan, 1994).  Figure 2 shows the distinction between
transactions TC and finance TC.
One indicator of finance TC’s unattractiveness is the lost earnings when customers ignore the early
repayment discount.  The most common payment plan is "2/10, net 30"
9, Ng et al (1999), by which a
customer takes a 2% discount on the purchase price if she repays within 10 days; otherwise she repays in full     
10 The calculation:
.98@(1 % r20) > 1
(1 % rann.) > (1.0204)365/20
     
11 If the customer develops liquidity problems, will she repay the TC already on her balance sheet
for the most recent input shipment?  While there are strong repayment pressures, she also considers
the availability of other funds in her repay-or-delay decision.  The supplier does not play an active
role in the customer's "credit extension" decision.  Suppose instead that a current credit customer
wants to buy an input on credit in a time of tight money.  Will the supplier extend her TC?  Almost
surely, yes: TC is tied to product sales, the supplier must keep steady customers at this critical time
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within 30 days.  The customer granted TC at purchase thus faces a simple financial decision at the discount
date (the 10 day deadline).  She delays the 98% list payment if the returns from investing it exceed the extra
2% to be repaid in 20 days (this is over 40% at annual rates).
10  The customer’s incentive to repay at discount
is obviously strong since very few alternative instruments offer such a high yield.  Petersen and Rajan (1994),
for example, conservatively estimate TC’s cost in a cross section of small firms and find it more expensive
than 99.8% of the loans in the sample.
The finance motive focuses on the customer as initiator of the post-purchase "credit extension”.  A
lack of funds can compel the customer to delay TC repayment and so abandon the very attractive interest rates
offered by the supplier’s discount incentive.  While TC is an unattractive substitute for loans, it lies “readily
at hand”, credit a customer conveniently invokes if facing reduced bank credit; she merely delays repaying her
bill, lengthening TC duration and thus "extending" credit to herself.  Since suppliers typically respond
passively (Ng, et al 1999), we may observe AP rising for this reason during say, monetary contractions.  In
“requesting” this credit, customers reveal they are willing to pay very high interest rates indeed for the use of
short term funds. 
We cannot use the variable AP to indicate the finance motive due to the strong confounding effect of
the transactions motive of TC, discussed in part II.A. We fully expect a reduction in sales transactions at the
onset of a tight money episode to induce a reduction in AP, so we control for transactions by using AP/Sales. 
Table 1 shows that AP/Sales, our indicator of the finance motive, is not systematically affected by any likely
TC offer policy and reaction; i.e. the ratio is robust to the transactions motive.  When one considers also
evidence in Ng, et al (1999), who report a survey of nearly 1,000 suppliers that “We find little willingness to
vary [TC] terms either in lieu of product price changes or in response to a change in prevailing interest rates
... trade credit terms are stable over time.” it strongly supports the insensitivity of supplier’s role to the
business cycle: once he decides to extend TC to a particular customer, it continues the practice as a matter of
policy
11.in the business cycle. If the supplier holds finished goods and faces slower sales, he faces liquidity
problems anyway - the choice is an unpleasant one of holding inventories or AR.
     
12 Our view of the finance motive is distinct from the redistribution hypothesis; Meltzer (1960),
Jaffee (1971), Duca (1986).  It posits that liquid (large) suppliers pass funds via TC to illiquid
(small) customers.  It implies, though, that large firms overwhelmingly supply small customers.  We
do not believe such a distribution is predominant.  Further, TC flows both to and from the trade
sectors (small firms buy goods from wholesalers).  This TC flow distribution also dissuades us from
putting structure on accounts receivable (TC given), so we consider it simply another asset.
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Table 1
Supplier Credit Policy to 
Different Customer Types
Supplier, at time of Sale to:
Customer
type





offer TC do not
offer TC










no change no change no change rise no change fall
The table shows how a supplier’s "offer TC" decision at the product sale impacts his customer
and the effect on AP/Sales during “normal” times, i.e. non-tight money periods.  We assume a
customer prefers TC to cash so always purchases if TC is offered.  We also assume to “not offer
TC” to a current credit customer discourages her, unimportant if the supplier's terms remain
constant (see Ng et al (1999)).  Finally, we assume a relationship is built by non-credit sales; the
supplier never offers a new customer TC without her first buying with cash.  Other columns are
self-explanatory.  For example, in the third column the supplier does not offer TC to a current
non-credit customer, who is not discouraged since she views it as policy.  The supplier’s average
credit sales and thus AP/Sales remain the same.
Previous empirical evidence on the existence of the finance motive is mixed
12.  Brechling and Lipsey
(1963) discover a component of TC unexplained by sales that is systematically influenced by monetary policy.
Coates (1967), however, using a different sample of British manufacturing firms, does not concur.  Petersen
and Rajan (1995) examine TC in a cross-section study investigating bank-firm relations.  They find, after
controlling for age, incorporation status, profits, and bank relationships, that the value of firms' book assets
positively and significantly influence the percentage of TC discounts taken.  This supports that small firms are
less able to exploit TC discounts due to fewer alternative credit sources.  And it suggests that we try to link
delayed repayment TC use to credit constrained firms in times of duress.9     
13 Given that TC has constant terms and if firms viewed it as a perfect substitute to loans, then
loan supply shifts would easily be indicated by loan quantity changes.
     
14 Since banks constrain the quantity of loans as well as raise the asked return on loans, the actual
price of loans to firms may be higher than the banks’ advertised loan rates.
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II.C TC during Monetary Contractions:
The finance motive predicts that firms ordinarily avoid the unattractive and expensive finance TC as
loan substitute.  If banks restrict credit, though, those firms depending on banks for funds are likely to be
forced to use finance TC, while those with alternatives ignore it.  We can re-examine Table 1 to summarize
how the influences on TC change at the onset of tight monetary policy.  The only change the supplier may
make is to restrict new offers of TC to current non-credit customers (as above, we assume suppliers never
offer TC to new customers). The corresponding change in Table 1 is to remove the fourth column’s influence,
and this induces AP/Sales to fall thus biasing against observing TC’s finance motive.  
We have noted the costliness of TC’s finance motive, but since the supplier’s terms of TC remain
constant over time, it must surely become relatively cheaper than bank
loans for firms to use it. It is the imperfect substitutability of TC and
bank loans that allows us to observe systematic TC vs. loan usage
differences across tight and easy money periods
13.  Figure 3 shows a
customer switches to TC finance when the effective loan price (which
includes the influence on price of quantity constraints) rises above the
effective cost of TC (which includes all implicit costs), and this is more
likely during tight money.  AP/Sales, our indicator of TC’s finance
motive, indicates binding credit constraints, useful especially since
published loan rates are well known to poorly represent a market-clearing price for loans
14.  So even though
TC is usually very expensive, the unavailability and high cost of bank loans means TC is invoked during tight
money periods.
A Fed policy contraction first raises short-term interest rates and slows the growth of reserves, thus
inducing banks to scale back loan supply.  Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) suggest that banks alter the loan
distribution since small firms’ loans decelerate while large firms’ loans accelerate.  The bank lending channel
predicts that it is loan supply causing the decline in small firms’ loans, not a demand reduction from lower
activity.  Using the logic of Kashyap, et al, we conclude that if small firms increase AP/Sales, a proxy for an
unattractive loan substitute, it rules out demand and supports a supply phenomenon.  Finance TC is a more     
15 An asset criterion assumes book assets are positively correlated with tangible assets, important
since banks prefer firms with greater tangible assets (for a given level of sales) due to greater
collateral.
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appropriate instrument for this test than commercial paper since, as Oliner and Rudebusch (1996) note, the
rise in commercial paper cannot inform about small firms which do not issue it. 
This is then a clear test of the bank lending channel.  After a contractionary policy shock, if we
observe firms increasing AP (controlling for sales), they are affected by the finance motive, i.e. the bank
lending channel exists.  For if there were no bank lending channel, then some firms are inexplicably switching
(at least according to the "money channel" view) into a unattractive substitute for bank loans.
III. Evidence from the Quarterly Financial Reports (QFR)
The data clearly show the transactions motive has a very strong effect on manufacturing firms' TC:
sales declines are accompanied by nearly proportional TC declines.  However, in tight money episodes, both
small and large firms use these expensive funds to an extent not explained by the transactions motive.  It
seems to support the finance motive: firms are unable to access other credit to satisfy their needs.  Concerning
the bank lending channel, it indicates a strong demand for credit and suggests that credit supply, the province
of banks, is responsible for the small firms' decline in loan growth observed by Gertler and Gilchrist.  We will
concentrate on the anomalous large firm behavior in part IV below.
III.A. Description of the QFR Data  
We classify firms by size following Gertler and Gilchrist (1994), among others.  It is based on the
idea that young, relatively unknown firms and those having low collateral are also likely to be small
15.  These
firms are often argued to be especially prone to information asymmetries; so they likelier require
intermediaries to circumvent the high information requirements of open market debt.  Some direct empirical
support is provided by Calomiris and Hubbard (1991) who examine the imposition of a surtax on
undistributed profits in 1935 and find that smaller asset size brings higher costs of external finance. 
We use various indicators of the stance of monetary policy.  One especially suitable for illustrative
purposes is “Romer dates”.  Romer and Romer (1989) examine Federal Open Market Committee meeting
notes to identify deliberate policy-initiated disinflations.  “Romer” dates’ exogeneity is not uncontroversial,
but they conveniently indicate tight policy; and our results are robust to other policy indicators.  In regression-     
16 A preliminary version of Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) finds this method gives similar results as
using absolute (nominal) size categories.
     
17 Surprisingly, the data shows that large firms’ loans and cash are very volatile and less
synchronized with sales than small firms’.  The detrended large firm loans and cash series’
correlation with sales are .03 and .08 compared with small firms’ .69 and .34, respectively.
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based analysis, we follow Laurent (1988) and many others to utilize measures based on the Fed funds rate.  In
the impulse response functions reported below, we use the term spread, the difference between 10 year bond
rates and the Fed funds rate.  Results were not materially influenced by using other monetary policy indicators
such as monetary aggregates.
A problem with implementing this small-large distinction is that few data sources include small firms. 
We follow Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) and Oliner and Rudebusch (1996) to use QFR (Quarterly Financial
Reports), published by the Census Bureau and based on Internal Revenue Service corporate tax returns.  This
set aggregates firm data according to 8 nominal asset sizes in the range of assets (in millions of dollars):
below $5, $5-10, $10-25, $25-50, $50-100, $100-250, $250-1000, and over $1000.  The QFR provides
income statements and balance sheets for all large firms and a sample of small firms (only those with assets
over $250,000 are presently sampled).
As Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) note, the QFR categorization of firms in nominally valued asset
 sizes, unaltered since 1959, makes it difficult to apply time series methods (please see footnote 7).  We
follow their method
16 (Appendix 1 gives details) and classify firms as small in a given period if they are
members of the asset groups accounting for the lowest 30% of the total sales distribution.  As so formed, the
small firm category includes firms with the following asset groups (in millions of dollars): under $25 until
1967, $50 until 1971, $100 until 1976, $500 until 1989, and finally $1000 until the present.  The method
described in appendix I avoids discontinuities when the groupings change.  We are also confident the resulting
firm classifications yield distinct types of firms.  For example,  the variance of large firms' cash and loans (in
growth rates) are almost three times greater than small firms'
17.
We also make adjustments for definition changes in the QFR data (see again appendix I).  We convert
nominal data into real using the wholesale price index (except GDP: the implicit price deflator).  The series
are deseasonalized by subtracting the mean deviation of each respective season, calculated after detrending the
series with a five quarter weighted moving average; Brockwell and Davis (1991).     
18 We verify that AP/Sales behaves like AP/Production by adding inventory changes to sales to
approximate production.  We do this also for the Compustat data below (see Figure 7).
     
19 Results were robust to tight money periods defined as 12 or 16 quarters after Romer dates.
     
20 We compute a simple series growth average for each succeeding period of the episode and then
cumulate to obtain levels. We ignore late fourth episode periods to avoid double counting (this
Romer date is the 1979-1981 recession-recovery-recession).  Finally we normalize to zero by
subtracting the initial average period's level from each other average period's level.
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III.B. First QFR Evidence:  
The transactions motive is strongly evident in the QFR data since firms' AP and sales are nearly
proportional over the thirty years.  Ideally, input purchases should be used to control for this strong
transactions motive to isolate finance TC, but this variable is not included in the QFR
18.  Thus, when we then
seek to measure TC independent of its transactions use, we focus on changes in the ratio AP/sales.  The top
graph in Figure 1 shows that TC is at times disproportional to sales, often corresponding to monetary policy
contractions as indicated by the vertical lines on Romer dates.  Also note that both types of firms act similarly
and indeed it is difficult to discern differences between them in the most recent periods.
To focus on finance TC during tight monetary policy times, we compare the behavior of AP/sales at
Romer dates to other times.  We check the variance of the entire series of residuals from a detrending
regression and of tight and easy money sub-periods
19.  The means of the AP/sales residuals are positive in
tight money and negative at other times.  Moreover, the variance of both series are more than twice as large
during tight money (table 2), statistically significant at the 1% level.  Figure 4 shows more detail in averaging
increases in TC over the six Romer dates in the sample.  We define an episode to consist of the detrended
series of interest (in log differences) 4 quarters before and 12 quarters after the Romer date
20.   The AP/sales
ratio increase shows that small firms are slow to repay their TC.  Small firms seem here slightly more
influenced by the finance motive than large firms.
For additional insight on whether firms are credit constrained, we consider cash, the most liquid asset
(this includes their government securities holdings in QFR).  For a given amount of sales, a low cash level
indicates firms’ inability to repay their suppliers.  The bottom graph in Figure 4 shows that small and large
firms behave distinctively following Romer dates.  Both face a steep fall in cash prior to the Romer date, but
small firms rebuild their balances quickly, while large firms’ balances continue to fall for the next 6 quarters. 
It supports small firms’ flexibility: although credit constrained, they quickly make necessary adjustments to     
21 Gertler and Gilchrist suggest the subdued rise in small firms' inventory/sales reflects a
frustrated desire to smooth production.  Alternatively, large firms' relatively rigid operations may
make their inventory build-up unavoidable.
     
22 It is also apparent in a comparison of impulse response functions below, see Figures 4 and 5.
     
23 More specifically, first regress as of the date of the monetary shock the monthly change in e.g.
detrended log AP on a constant, trend and eight own-lags (using four lags in the first episode due to
insufficient data).  We use forecasts of AP conditional on predicted values after the forecast date.  -
We then cumulate the log changes to obtain log level AP forecasts that we subtract from the actual
series.  Finally, we compute a simple average over the different episodes.
     
24 We tried also bivariate forecasts since AP/sales is likely influenced by other variables (e.g.
inventories).  We found that the fit improved, but results did not materially change.
     
25 The TC reduction in the third Romer episode may be related to a structural break in 1973.
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survive the bad times.  Large firms, with a greater financial load due to inventories
21 are much worse off for a
longer period
22.
We next compare small and large firms using forecast errors at times of tight money which permit
inference of the impact of an unexpected monetary policy action
23.  Large firms’ actual AP decline slightly
relative to the level forecasted and then slowly recover.  Small firms' AP declines immediately and
substantially.  This is consistent with the transactions motive’s prediction that AP closely follows sales. 
Applied to the AP/sales
24 series to isolate TC from the transactions motive, forecast errors show that both
large and small firms' series increase (Figure 5) by approximately .01 after eight quarters, a moderately large
increase given this (detrended) variable's standard deviation of .007.
To sum up this first pass at evidence, TC declines as predicted by the transactions motive following
the onset of tight money.  We find, however, that firms generally increase the finance-related use of TC
25. 
Interestingly, large firms increase TC/Sales earlier than small firms after monetary policy shocks.
III.C. VAR Analyses:
We next use unrestricted VARs following Sims (1980), and many others.  Although this approach
has limited power due to the many parameters estimated, it is nevertheless informative since it imposes a
standard set of restrictions to achieve identification and its associated methodologies permit intuitive data
analysis.  Using VARs has become standard in empirical work.  There remain, however, issues concerning
arbitrariness in variable ordering and the relative imprecision of impulse response functions.  We place the
monetary policy indicator and GNP variables first since they are shown to be unaffected by the firm level     
26 A nine-variable system (consisting of macro variables and each firms’ sales, AP/cash, and
loans, see Figure 8) verifies partial systems do not ignore important interactions.  It replicates Gertler
and Gilchrist (small firms' deeper fall in sales while large firms’ (not small firms’) loans rise), but it
also shows large firms’ stronger AP/cash rise consistent with small firms’ flexibility bringing quick
recovery while large firms’ rigidity inducing longer illiquidity.
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variables in Granger Causality tests.  We place the price level variable last, assuming price stickiness.  The
firm-level series are placed between these macro variables.  It is important to note, though, that other
orderings brought essentially identical results.  For stationarity, all non-ratio, non-interest rate variables are
put into log-differenced form.  An improved characterization of the data is obtained by detrending with log,
constant, and quadratic terms.  Finally, the imprecision of the impulse response functions are made explicit by
including one-standard deviation error bounds, calculated in an algorithm based on asymptotic theory by
Lütkepohl (1993).
We first set up two systems, one for small firms and one for large
26.  The macro variables GDP, price
level and the monetary policy indicator (specifically, the spread between the Fed funds and long-term Treasury
bond rates) are included in each system.  We tried monetary aggregates (e.g. M2), but believe they contain too
much bank behavior to indicate central bank policy (M2 shocks tended to elicit slightly stronger reactions in
the TC series than with interest rate based indicators).
The small firm system consists of the macro variables along with inventory/sales, cash/sales and
AP/sales (equation 1).  The idea is to trace the sequence of events within firms occurring after a monetary
policy shock as indicated by a higher rate spread.  We include the inventory to sales ratio to exploit
information it gives on the higher funding load on large firms.  We include the cash to sales ratio to exploit


























(Note that Xt is a vector of the right hand side variables).  
The macro variables have strong influence on small firms in variance decompositions and Granger
causality tests.  But the important relationships between small firm variables observed in the earlier
descriptive evidence are now given statistical significance in the impulse response function (Figure 6). The
AP/sales ratio rises significantly soon after the shock, although the reaction quickly dissipates.  In the first
four quarters of the episode, we see that AP/sales rise prior to the sharp rise in inventory/sales.  Cash/sales16
drops lower throughout the first four quarters (again indicating that small firms find themselves at the end of
their liquid reserves).
In the large firm system, a similar pattern arises in the impulse response function (Figure 7). 
AP/sales increases sooner, but at a more gradual pace than the small firms.  The large firms’  inventory to
sales ratio rises about twice as much as in the small firm system.  Large firms deviate most from small firms
in suffering a much lower cash to sales ratio, which continues significantly for 12 quarters after the shock.  It
suggests that small firms are more flexible in recovering from the constraints quickly. 
To sum up the VAR impulse response function evidence, we find it consistent with the idea that firms
have strong demand for credit, at least in the early stages tight money episodes.  Small firms’ increase in
AP/sales is as predicted by the bank lending channel.  The increase by large firms’ AP/sales is surprising.  We
suspect it to be related, though, to their higher inventory to sales ratios.  Further support is given by small
firms’ short drop in cash while large firms suffer with lower money balances for a full three years following
the monetary shock.  This seems to indicate that large firms also suffer from constraints, and indeed, for a
longer time than do small firms.  The purpose of the next section is to examine large firms’ characteristics to
determine whether this is indeed the case.
IV. Evidence from Compustat: TC and Large Firms
  The QFR provides surprising evidence that even large firms use greater amounts of TC relative to
sales at times of tight money.  Why should firms generally accepted as less prone to information problems and
thus perceived as less risky by banks resort to less appropriate substitute credit?  Do funding problems also
reach those firms?  Or do large firms use market power to “extend” TC credit from their suppliers at low
perceived cost?  To answer this issue we seek characteristics of large firms associated with the behavior and
so we turn from QFR semi-aggregated to Compustat individual firm data.  In data appendix II, we show that
the sets provide complementary information, i.e. the large firms we analyze in Compustat do not differ
materially from those large firms aggregated in the QFR.
We construct an unbalanced panel of manufacturing firms and include failing firms since we believe
they provide important information about business cycle effects.  The July 1993 version of Compustat
provides annual data until 1992 for all firms listed on an organized exchange in the United States.  We include
in the study all manufacturing firms in any Compustat file with over $250 million in assets (in 1983 dollars),
having non-zero, non-missing data for the relevant variables.  Firms involved in major merger or acquisition     
27 We include these firms in aggregate studies since the merger is likely to have occurred within
the manufacturing sector.  We would include merged firms in the separate industry analyses if the
merger involved firms in the same industry, but this information is not available.
     
28 We construct the graphs as follows: divide industry AP by industry sales.  Detrend ratio for
each industry over the sample period.  The industry relative TC in tight money (i.e. 1979-1982) vs.
other times is indicated by the distance in Figure 10 from the observation to the zero axis.
     
29 Yergin (1991) reports the Iran-Iraq war led to great uncertainty in oil firms' supply.  "The rush
to build inventories by oil companies, reinforced by consumers, resulted in an additional 3 million
barrels per day of 'demand' above actual consumption... In sum, the panic buying to build inventories
more than doubled the actual shortage and further fueled the panic."
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activity are discarded from analysis of either individual firms or industries
27.  We also discard observations
associated with highly improbable values, for instance an observation associated with negative sales or
liabilities greater than assets.  Non-ratio variables examined in a time dimension are deflated by the CPI
obtained from Citibase.
As discussed in III.B. above, using sales to proxy transactions is not perfectly satisfactory since AP
are more directly associated with a firm's purchases.  Using sales would be acceptable if the firm produces and
sells a good using each input in the same period as purchased.  For example, we may measure greater
AP/sales (than AP/purchases, the “true” measure) if firms continue to make purchases as product sales fall
during a downturn.  We use Compustat’s 'cost of goods sold' and verify that AP/purchases and AP/sales
provide similar information (Figure 9).  Furthermore, Compustat’s annual frequency means bias is less likely:
most firms complete their operating cycle well within one year.  We continue to use AP/sales to avoid
sacrificing observations and to facilitate comparison with the QFR data.
IV.A. Descriptive Evidence from Compustat
In this section we investigate the firm characteristics that influence their finance TC use during tight
money.  First we insure that one industry is not responsible for large firms' observed AP/sales increase. 
Figure 10
28, illustrating non-trivial industries during the severe recession of 1979-1982, reveals that firms in
different industries display similar behavior: a clear positive reaction in 1979, a more muted one in 1980, and
increasingly negative responses in 1981 and 1982 as the recession becomes entrenched.  This is consistent
with the view that credit constraints bind in the early recession phase; Eckstein and Sinai (1986).  We
discount the oil industry, number 29 on Figure 10, since oil industry behavior reflected other factors
29.     
30 We tested results omitting oil firms: the results are robust.
     
31 Since the “cash-poor” firms had greater property, plant and equipment than the “cash-rich”
firms, we expect that cash-poor firms would use TC more also for the reason that the cost savings are
greater than if they were to liquidate their fixed assets.  We are thus still puzzled by finding that
cash-rich firms (save fewer transactions costs using TC rather than liquidating) use more TC than the
cash-poor firms.
     
32 Opler, et al. (1999) calculate quartiles of Compustat firms’ cash/assets at each point in time. 
This is sensible if one is examining how cash/assets change over time.  We are interested in the long-
term determinants of firms’ cash/assets behavior and its influence on TC use over the business cycle. 
This is why we calculate the percentiles of firms’ average cash/assets over time. 
     
33 Results were robust to other cut-offs, e.g. 20th and 80th percentiles.
     
34 Cross-section regressions for each of 1977, 1978, and 1979 (the latter two having especially
tight money conditions) revealed no significant relation between cash/assets and TC/sales. 
Eliminating firms with bond ratings makes AP/sales much more similar between the 30
th and 70
th
percentile groups, implying again that access to bond markets influenced the higher AP/sales by
cash-rich firms in the full-sample graphs.
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We next take a graphical approach to investigate important firm characteristics that may be
associated with TC use (see associated regression results in part IV.B.).  As first suggested by Whited (1992), 
a bond rating proxies that a firm has access to plentiful and relatively inexpensive external finance.  The bond
rating is clearly an important determinant in large firms’ use of TC, as seen in Figure 11 (the bottom left
graph shows rated and non-rated firms’ detrended AP/sales averaged over the three Romer dates).  The firms
without this bond rating used TC with greater intensity during periods of tight money
30.
Does the amount of cash on hand, controlling for assets, influence the use of TC?  If a firm views TC
as unattractive credit, its TC/sales ratio should fall if it holds a large amount of cash for the firm possesses the
liquidity to repay its suppliers
31.  We assign firms into groups according to whether their mean (over time)
32
cash over assets is below the 30
th or above the 70
th percentile of firms
33 in the sample.  We then aggregate the
extreme groups' AP and sales and detrend the AP/sales ratio.  We interpret differences in the groups' AP/sales
at times of monetary tightness as related to their cash/assets ratio.  Surprisingly, we find cash-rich firms used
TC to a greater extent than cash-poor firms (Figure 12, left side).  This behavior is inconsistent with our
thesis, but other explanations are possible.  For example, it may be that cash-rich firms must hold
compensating balances or that their transactions cost savings are especially high in using TC (cash-poor
firms’ property, plant and equipment were much greater than cash-rich firms’)
34.  We will revisit this issue in
part IV.B below.  When we eliminate from the sample those (few) very large firms (with over $50 billion in19
assets), cash-rich firms used even more TC/sales at tight money times (see the right diagrams on Figure 12). 
It supports that monopoly power does not importantly explain firms’ use of TC/sales, since we associate
extreme size with monopoly power. 
The asymmetric-information literature suggests that fast-growing firms may be especially sensitive to
credit conditions.  If these firms stretch their resources to the limit in the course of achieving rapid growth,
they may be more sensitive to monetary shocks.  For example, when they are buffeted by a demand shock,
they do not have as large a safety margin as other firms and thus may use TC to a greater extent.  We follow a
similar procedure to that described in the above paragraph, but find little evidence to support this hypothesis,
see the lower-right graph on Figure 11.  It shows that both slow and fast growth large firms have similar
behavior concerning TC/sales.
IV.B. Simple Time Series Models
We turn to time series regressions to exploit the common-sense idea that unexpected demand
innovations can induce unanticipated build-ups in firms' inventories.  When the shock occurs, the firm's
production process continues while the fall in demand reduces sales.  The resulting loss of liquidity and cost
of holding finished goods inventories induces a demand for credit.  In the model, each firm has a target level
of inventories; it is costly to turn away customers due to stock-outs, yet it is also costly to hold inventories. 
This target is assumed to be a constant over time for simplicity.  Since it is also costly to alter production,
whether for increases (due to e.g. overtime) or for decreases (due to e.g. severance payments), firms do not
adjust immediately to the new equilibrium.  Using a partial adjustment equation (see e.g. Harvey, 1981)
(3) FGIt & t&1 ’ ((FGI & FGIt&1) % ,t
Where FGI represents firms’ finished goods inventories.  Deviations from expected sales comprise the white
noise innovations: 
(4) ,t ’ Et&1Salest & Salest
Firms finance inventory shocks with STC, short-term credit (e.g. bank loans), partly rolled over:
(5) STCt ’ "STCt&1%$ ˆ ,t % 0t
Or TC which has a transactions component:
(6) TCt ’ *Pcht % (ˆ ,t % <t
(where “Pch” represents firms’ purchases).  To implement this model, we log and detrend aggregate series of
121 rated and 117 non-rated firms for each year 1973-1992.  The inventory shocks are modeled as residuals     
35 We obtain, though, similar results using firms’ finished goods inventories.
     
36 Our constructed purchase variable, defined as the cost of goods sold + the change in
inventories, is obviously unsuited for this regression.  We thus proxy purchases with sales.
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from an AR-1 process derived from equation (3). We utilize firms’ total inventories
35 since this series has by
far fewer missing observations in the Compustat data than the more theoretically appealing series finished
goods inventories.  We regress equations (5) and (6) separately on the rated and non-rated firms by ordinary
least squares in the first column on the right and left side of Table 3
36.  First, we find that rated firms’ credit
has a long-lasting component that non-rated firms’ do not ("R > "NR).  This may indicate that rated firms’
banks are less likely to interrupt their credit than that of non-rated firms, consistent with a flight to quality
(Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist).  Looking at the * coefficients, we see reaffirmation of the strong
transactions motive of TC.  The AP and sales relation is stronger (although measured less accurately) in the
rated firms (*R > *NR).  It may reflect that rated firms are more likely to obtain purchases on credit from their
suppliers. The difference between the rated and non-rated firms is, however, not statistically significant.  More
interesting is the reaction to a temporary shock to inventories.  Rated firms’ loans rise by a greater extent than
non-rated firms do ($R > $NR), while non-rated firms increase TC more, ((NR > (R).  The difference in TC use
by rated and non-rated firms is statistically significant at the 5% level.  This is consistent with the logic of part
II.B, non-rated firms, similar to the prototypical small firm, lack alternative funds sources and are therefore
forced to fund unexpected shocks via TC.  
As both rated and non-rated firms are affected by similar macroeconomic influences, indicated by the
correlated regression residuals, we report results using the seemingly unrelated regression technique (SUR) in
the next columns of Table 3.  We find that this technique does indeed reduce the standard errors of the
estimates in most cases.  For example, it brings the t-statistics on the non-rated firms’ long-lasting loan
component to significance ("NR > 0).  A further specification (again using the SUR technique) was based
roughly on the AP/sales variable used on the QFR data.  The third columns of Table 3 show the results of
regressing the inventory shocks on AP/Sales and short-term loans.  The coefficient estimates are roughly
similar to the earlier two columns.
We utilize a specification incorporating the finance motive of TC to readdress the puzzling graphical
evidence that cash-rich firms use more TC than cash-poor firms.  The regression results in Table 4 reaffirm
that cash-rich firms fund inventory shocks with TC, while cash-poor firms do not.  Typically, cash-rich firms     
37 The correlation of firms that are cash-rich (above the 70
th percentile of cash holdings) and
having a bond rating in each year is approximately -.20.  The correlation of cash-poor firms and the
bond rating is approximately .05 in each year.
     
38 An exception is the book asset-rich firms.  It is interesting to note the similarity between book
asset rich rated firms and cash-rich rated firms: the coefficients are larger than expected.  Does this
indicate a class of firms which are given primacy in all forms of credit?
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do not have a bond rating
37, so they may be holding cash for precautionary purposes, since ready finance
(indicated by the bond rating) is unavailable.  This is supported by Opler, et al (1999), who study corporate
cash holdings and give characteristics of cash-rich firms that can help explain the observed pattern of
coefficients.  Specifically, Opler et al find cash rich firms have lower cash-flows, are “substantially smaller”,
and are in industries with highly volatile cash flows.  These characteristics are those we expect may make
firms more likely to use TC for financing purposes. However, the significant positive coefficient of cash-rich
firms that have a bond rating remains puzzling: we would think that these firms would use their alternative
funds sources rather than TC.
The collateral banks require from firms for loans is often based on the amount of fixed assets on the
firms’ books.  Those firms with low levels of collateral are usually less able to get loans.  We split the firms in
the Compustat data sample using a similar procedure to the above: we categorize firms as fixed asset rich if
they are above the 70
th percentile of firms as measured by the book value of their property, plant and
equipment relative to total assets.  Table 5 shows that those firms with the greatest book assets do indeed use
less TC than the other firms.  Further, in each category of relative book asset size, those firms without a bond
rating use more TC than those with a bond rating (differences in the coefficients are not significant in this
case)
38.  This evidence is again consistent with the idea that firms having liquidity problems and no access to
alternative funds turn more to TC finance than other firms.  
V. Conclusion 
The bank lending channel posits that at the time of contractionary monetary policy shocks, loan
reductions bring bank-dependent firms to reduce spending independently of changes in the cost of capital.  We
show that small firms, unlikely to have alternative finance sources, increase their use of an unattractive
alternative to bank loans.  It identifies the reduction in their loans as from supply, thus supporting the bank
lending channel theory.  Surprisingly, large firms also increase their finance trade credit, an apparent22
contradiction to the bank lending channel since these firms are generally assumed to have access to cheaper
credit, e.g. commercial paper.  However, we find using the Compustat data that firms without bond ratings,
firms that are cash-rich (indicating they are located in industries with e.g. volatile cash-flows), and firms that
do not have large amounts of collateralizable assets use trade credit similarly to the small firms in the
small/large firm semi-aggregated data.  The large firms with a bond rating, i.e. those firms having alternatives,
for the most part do not use trade credit finance.  The bond rating is a mark of quality which gives them also
primacy with loans from banks.  This explains the puzzle in the earlier semi-aggregated large/small firm data:
those large firms responsible for the increase in trade credit do not have alternatives.  The firms with a bond
rating are the firms which do not use trade credit at times of contractionary monetary policy.  It reinforces
that firms are using TC for financial reasons at these times.  Firms without attractive alternatives are turning
to costly last resort credit because banks have cut off their loans, again what the bank lending channel leads us
to expect.
Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) show that "small firms account for a significant share of the decline in
manufacturing that follows a shift to tight money".  Many others have attempted to quantify the effect of
constraints by using  small firms.  This paper shows that in order to gauge the full effect of credit constraints,
we should not only measure the impact on small manufacturing firms, but also those large manufacturing
firms that do not have a bond rating.  Furthermore, to the extent that large manufacturing firms are preferred
customers of the banks, since these large firms are also turning to unattractive TC, it implies that they are
constrained in their use of bank loans.  Thus, credit constraints are more widespread than previously believed.23
Table 2 
Decomposition of Variance
Between  Easy and Tight Money Periods
Small AP/Sales Large AP/Sales



































Standard errors within parentheses. *: ratios significant at 1%. We regress ratios on constant,
log, linear, and quadratic trends.  We calculate variance of residuals for 12 or 16 periods
following Romer dates and compare them to variance of remaining periods.  The test
assumes independence of the samples.
Table 3
Time Series AP & Pchs by Bond-Rating 
TCt ’ *Pcht % (ˆ ,t % <t see text STCt ’ "STCt&1%$ˆ ,t % 0t see text
















































































t-statistics are given in parentheses below the corresponding parameter estimates.  *,** represent
.01, .05 levels of significance respectively.24
  Table 4
Time-Series  (TC/Sales)t ’8ˆ ,t % <t
by Bond-Rating & Cash-Rich
































t-statistics are given in parentheses below the corresponding
parameter estimates.  *,** represent .01, .05 levels of
significance respectively.
Table 5
Time-Series  (TC/Sales)t ’8ˆ ,t % <t
by Bond-Rating & Book-Asset-Rich


































t-statistics are given in parentheses below the corresponding
parameter estimates.  *,** represent .01, .05 significance
levels respectively.25
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Appendix I: QFR and Definition of Large and Small Firms
Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) define small manufacturing firms as consisting of the lowest 30th
percentile of the total manufacturing sales distribution.  We follow this method, which takes the eight size
classes provided by the QFR and estimates growth rates for a cumulation called large firms and one called
small firms.  More specifically, the cell that contains the 30
th percentile of nominal sales is considered the
'marginal size class' for that period.  This will be the cut-off point that determines for the other variables the
size of small and large firms.  That is, a weight to be applied to the other variables is then calculated.  Very
simply, the growth rate of small firms will be a weighted average of the classes up to the marginal size class
and that up to and including the marginal size class.  At this point the other variables are cumulated up from
the smallest class to the largest.  The growth rate of these partially accumulated cells are then calculated using
the sales-based weights.
1. Determine the marginal size class with respect to sales. We cumulate each successively larger class
until 30% of total sales is attained.  This group includes the marginal size class and defines the upper
bound of small firms. 
2. This simultaneously determines the lower bound group: all classes of small firms up to but not
including the marginal size class. 
3. We now determine sales-based weights to apply to the other series we study, e.g. AP. The weights
formula is given by Gertler and Gilchrist: if the firms with sales below the 3rd class account for x, such
that x < 30% and the 4th class accounts for y, such that y > 30%. Then the weight to apply is: w = (y -
30) / (y - x).  And the growth rate for the small firm series is w * g + (1 - w) * s, where g is the growth
rate associated with the group having x and s is the growth rate of the group having y. (The idea is that
we apply the sales-determined weights to find the growth of the marginal size class to allocate to the
lower and upper bound groups). 
4. Get the initial value for small and large firms.
5. Cumulate up to achieve levels series.
6. Log transform, and detrend by using residuals from a regression of each series on a constant, linear,
quadratic and log terms.
Appendix II: Compustat Data
In a given period, the amount of purchases a firm makes is proportional to the credit it receives from its
suppliers for those purchases.  The variable cost of goods sold is easily transformed using changes in
inventories into cost of purchases:
(D1) Invyt&1 % CGPt & Invyt ’ CGSt
CGPt ’ CGSt % )Invyt2930
Comparison: QFR vs. Compustat:
A danger in using another data set is that 'guilty' firms may be missing in the second data set.  For
example, if large private firms were responsible for the increase in AP/sales in QFR, we could not hope to find
it in Compustat since private firms are not in that sample.  This is a mute point since AP/sales also increases in
Compustat.  Bias could also arise if firms responsible for a small part of the increase in QFR are over-
represented in Compustat.  Since Compustat over-represents large firms, this appendix will aim to show why it
is that we are confident that any bias is minor.
We use a sample of firms with over $250 Million in total nominal assets.  This cut-off is chosen to
capture the essence of large firms yet keep a simple scheme for comparing firms in the data sets. Replicating
the small and large firm definitions in Gerter and Gilchrist (1994) would be an empty exercise since it is, after
all, an approximation required by QFR.  Many smaller firms in QFR do not exist in Compustat since all
Compustat firms are publicly traded.
Coverage of the QFR and Compustat
In this section we compare important series (total assets, sales, inventories, short-term credit, and trade
credit) between the data sets.  Each data set has evolved to fit better its customers’ needs.  Thus even though
QFR and Compustat cover nearly the same large firms, differences arising from e.g. accounting methods,
timing, or sample coverage may bias one data set’s view of a firm’s behavior. 
The QFR was created by the Federal Trade Commission and was later taken over by the Census
Department.  Its audience is primarily domestic agencies: for example, the Federal Reserve Board utilizes it to
assess industrial debt structure and profitability.  The Commerce Department uses it to determine corporate
profits for national income accounting.  The users likely influenced the Census Department in 1973 to require
sample firms to account for foreign subsidiaries under equity investment instead of consolidating them, as was
done previously.  We discuss this change below.  Compustat, on the other hand, seeks to attract investors and
so views firms in terms of finances and ownership.  It thus does not concern itself with the firm's specific role in
one economy or another.  Under generally accepted accounting principles followed by Compustat, a firm
owning a majority stake in a distinct non-financial business unit must consolidate its accounts.
Figure A.1 shows raw series in the QFR and aggregated series in Compustat for firms over $250
million dollars in nominal assets.  One immediately apparent and disquieting point is the obvious difference in
magnitude of the aggregated series.  The Compustat series are 10-50% larger than the corresponding QFR
series.  Further, the Compustat series also display greater variance around their trends (see especially total AP
and total inventory, graphs 3 and 5).
Accounting for the Difference in Series' Levels
A QFR rule requires U.S. corporations to consolidate only domestic operations and thus exclude from
their balance sheets the contribution of their foreign subsidiaries.  At the date the rule was instituted (in 1973),
most series exhibited an immediate drop of 10-20%.  To facilitate comparison over time, the Census Bureau
provides 2 sets of numbers for each series in the 4th quarter of 1973.  An adjustment factor for each series (the
post- divided by the pre- adjustment numbers) can then be applied in all periods prior to the new rule to     
39 These are self-reported sales in Ward's (1988).
     
40 Compustat’s treatment of the new FASB rule was sometimes inconsistent: it increased an oil
firm’s AP by the deposits of a purchased savings and loan!!
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eliminate the discontinuity that would otherwise result.  The early part of the series then approximates the
series' behavior as if the QFR were domestic-only at the beginning of the sample period.  Instead, this factor
may be inverted and applied to subsequent periods to approximate the series' behavior as if the QFR had
consolidated the international subsidiaries' accounts.  This is only a rough approximation to an international
QFR since there has been an increased degree of international integration since 1973.  Further, the foreign
subsidiaries’ cyclical nature (not in the QFR) may differ from the domestic subsidiaries. 
Surprisingly, few firms have a U.S. presence only to sell equity.  Those likely to be in the U.S. for
financial reasons, those paying the lowest U.S. taxes as a share of total taxes, also had a significant physical
presence.  We are unable to adjust their accounts to ignore assets unrelated to the real US economy since the
firms do not provide this information to the S.E.C.  It may be an important source of error in Compustat due to
foreign multinationals’ increased investment in the U.S. during the 1980's.  Only the domestic part of the firms,
however, are included in the QFR since they pay U.S. taxes.  To gauge the importance of these firms, we adjust
Compustat firms with a small manufacturing presence in the U.S.  Specifically, we multiply each series by a tax
factor, the amount of U.S. and foreign tax paid: 1 - .4 * (foreign tax)/(federal tax + foreign tax).  The graphs in
Figure A.2 (ignore top right graph for the moment) show the series resulting from an "international" QFR (as
described in the preceding paragraph) and "national” Compustat. 
Another major difference is that the QFR includes all large firms while Compustat excludes privately-
owned firms.  Although private firms can be large (e.g. the largest private manufacturer, BCI Holdings’ 1988
sales of $11.3 bn), they are on average smaller.  The fourth largest private firm, Mars, Inc. ($6 billion 1988
sales) would be only the 31st largest publicly-owned firm.  Adding private firms having over $250 million
assets in 1983 dollars to Compustat would have increased total manufacturing sales by only $148 billion
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(Ward's 1988).  The top right graph of Figure A.2 shows the effect of adding private firms' sales in 1988 to
Compustat's sales.  Omitting private firms may importantly affect results, however, if the private firms' cyclical
behavior differs markedly from publicly owned firms'. 
Several differences between the data sets fade in importance upon closer examination.  For one, QFR
accounts, like Compustat, conform to generally accepted accounting procedures and not tax methods, as might
be expected from a data set constructed from tax returns.  Regarding mergers and acquisitions, Compustat
indicates the parties involved and leaves dealing with them to the user.  The QFR excludes accounting of all
subsidiaries that are financial in nature.  This was true for Compustat as well until 1987 when the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) required such firms to account for financial subsidiaries exactly like other
subsidiaries.  This ruling means that when a manufacturer purchases a bank, it must consolidate the bank's
accounts with its own
40.  Compustat assists its users by providing one set of accounts applying the new
standard and one ignoring it.32
Differences in Cyclical Characteristics 
Since this paper investigates large firms' cyclical behavior, the match of the aggregate detrended series
is of more importance than the raw series discussed above.  To avoid timing problems, we include only firms
with fiscal years ending in the fourth quarter.  After aggregating by year, we transform each series into logs and
then regress them on time and time-squared trends.  The resulting residuals are the series as shown in Figure
A.3.  It is encouraging that the data sets nearly agree on the timing of the cyclical peaks and troughs.
The Compustat series, though, obviously display greater cyclicality.  The source of this volatility is not
due to combinations, since dropping firms involved in mergers and acquisitions brought even greater
cyclicality.  Nor does the volatility arise from applying a strict nominal cutoff of $250 million in assets.  This
could occur if many firms hover near $250 million in assets.  During good times they rise above $250 million
and are thus included in this sample.  When bad times come, however, their assets fall and may drop below
$250 million, so they would be dropped from the sample.  We reconstructed the graphs of Figure A.3 using
alternate selection criteria, e.g. include any firm which hit $250 million at any time during the study, or include
firms with assets averaging over $250 million.  Figure A.3 did not change to a perceptible degree.  Neither is
Compustat's greater international coverage the cause.  Since nations' business cycles are not perfectly
correlated, we expect that a data set including international entities would display less cyclicality. 
The good news is that the volatility difference between the Compustat and QFR series washes out in
ratio form.  The graphs of Figure A.4 display three ratios in Compustat and the QFR with detrended versions
immediately beneath them.  The bottom-center graph, AP/Inventories is especially similar between the data
sets.  Finally, no data set is dominantly cyclical.  In fact, the QFR series AP/inventory is more volatile than the
corresponding ratio from Compustat (the QFR's standard deviation is .045 vs. .036 for Compustat). 
Conclusion: Caveats about Compustat 
One disadvantage of the Compustat data is its annual frequency, a handicap for observing firms' initial
movements after a policy shock.  It certainly engenders a close coincidence of tight money and the subsequent
recession's onset, raising observational difficulties.  For example, are customers really constrained or is it that
suppliers give credit indiscriminately at cyclical peaks.  We argue that customers are constrained.  The TC
terms are acyclical (see Ng et al (1999)).  Furthermore, it is simply not sensible for suppliers to be more
generous with trade credit at times of credit stringency.  Potential customers rejected for TC during good times
should also be rejected in bad times since they are then most likely to fail.
While not ideal, Compustat is acceptable for the question of this study.  Its coverage of large firms is
nearly as complete as the QFR's while providing greater information at the firm level.   Private firms remain a
concern since we expect they may be greatly influenced by business cycles.  They probably rely on internal
funding to a greater degree than public firms and so may be unduly affected by a lack of internal funds as sales
slow unexpectedly, for example during a tight money episode.  Finally, since most of the analysis of the series
concern variables in ratio form, Figure A.3 shows that tests using these data sets should yield very similar
results.